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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Allen Corporation of America’s Nominee James River Equipment is the Winner of Mitel’s Customer
Innovation Momentum Award
Mitel a global leader in business communications, today announced the winner of its Customer Innovation
Momentum Awards (CIMA). This award celebrates customers worldwide that deploy innovative Mitel
solutions to optimize their business goals.
Chris Demetrius, Director of Sales for Allen Corporation explains that Mitel works with cutting-edge customers
and creative, pioneering business partners who have deployed innovative business solutions. These thought
leaders set an excellent example for the industry and Mitel has decided to recognize them with a Customer
Innovation Momentum Award.
Previous CIMA winners range from healthcare and educational organizations; high tech companies and
engineer firms; a travel company, a manufacturer, a municipality, an insurance company and an amusement
park. The awards represent innovative deployments of voice and collaboration, contact center, cloud and mobile
solutions. Allen Corporation’s nominee James River Equipment (a customer of the Integrated Technology
Division) was recently presented with the CIMA by Mitel. Congratulations to James River Equipment for
receiving this prestigious award!

About Allen Corporation of America
Headquartered in Fairfax, VA, Allen Corporation of America (www.allencorp.com) is a dynamic, rapidly
growing company that provides expertise in several major technology areas, including: Cyber Security,
Logistics, Training Systems, and Unified Communications and Collaboration solutions. Our Cyber Security
Division is an industry leader in the research, development, deployment, training and services for cutting edge
cyber security and digital investigator customers around the world. Our Integrated Networks Division is a Mitel
Exclusive Business Partner with expertise in both government and commercial enterprise solutions integrating
voice, video, and data communications for clients nationwide.
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